“Sunder Krishnan is one of the finest expositors of our time and has been used very significantly in his ministry. I have no doubt that anyone who listens to him leaves blessed and moved toward a closer walk with God. This book represents a lifetime of study and preaching in the Psalms. I recommend this work and know that you will treasure it as well.”

--Ravi Zacharias, author and speaker

“The law of the LORD is perfect, reviving the soul.” Psalm 19:7

In the past several decades, we have known the conquest of outer space through such victories as human spaceflights, the International Space Station and the Hubble space telescope. But conquering our inner space remains a daunting task. How do we find order and peace within us, especially in today’s frazzled society? In The Conquest of Inner Space, Sunder Krishnan draws on the treasury of the Psalms to show us how we can experience God’s sovereignty and peace through regular mediation on God’s Word, worship and prayer.

Includes Prayer Guides for individual or group study.

About the Author: Rev. Sunder Krishnan is a respected Bible scholar and pastor of Rexdale Alliance Church near Toronto, Ontario. Sunder ministered with Ravi Zacharias Ministries for many years and is in high demand as a conference speaker.
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“If the messages in this book were read and acted upon by every pastor and church member, we would have the revival for which Dr. Tozer fervently prayed and for which many of us are praying today.”
- Warren Wiersbe

“The church should be a healthy, fruitful vineyard that will bring honor to Christ,” says A.W. Tozer. But to do so, we as individuals must stop accepting the status quo and get out of our spiritual ruts.

In *Rut, Rot or Revival*, Tozer describes the signs of being in a spiritual rut, the reasons we got into a spiritual rut, how to get out of it and, most importantly, why we need to get out of it NOW!

A.W. Tozer (1897–1963) began his lifelong pursuit of God at the age of seventeen after hearing a street preacher in Akron, Ohio. A self-taught theologian, Tozer was a pastor, writer and editor whose powerful use of words continues to grip the intellect and stir the soul of today’s reader. He is the author of the classic *The Pursuit of God.*
The Warfare of the Spirit
Religious Ritual Versus the Presence of the Indwelling Christ

by A.W. Tozer

“While many continue to appreciate the writings and sermons of A.W. Tozer at a distance, we saw at home, up close, how sincerely our parents believed the truths he preached and how determined they both were to live the life of the Spirit.”


In The Warfare of the Spirit, Tozer examines the many aspects of the human experience that can potentially damage us spiritually, such as concerns about money, social status and conflict with others. Yet even though we may face a persistent struggle against the evil forces of the world, Tozer teaches us that “a heart that learns to die with Christ soon knows the blessed experience of rising with Him, and all the world’s persecutions cannot still the high note of holy joy that springs up in the soul that has become the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit.”

A.W. Tozer (1897–1963) began his lifelong pursuit of God at the age of seventeen after hearing a street preacher in Akron, Ohio. A self-taught theologian, Tozer was a pastor, writer and editor whose powerful use of words continues to grip the intellect and stir the soul of today’s reader. He is the author of the classic The Pursuit of God.